Organizers: Jonathan Butner & Jeanine Stefanucci

**Program**

Nightly meeting time: 4:30 to 7:30 p.m.
Location: The Aspen Board Room

Talks are blocked for 40 minutes with 15 minutes for discussion

**Thursday, Jan. 3rd**

Kathleen Vohs – *Diverging effects of clean versus dirty money on attitudes, values and interpersonal behavior*

Jeanine Skorinko – *Social tuning of Egalitarian views across cultures*

Bill Swann, Lucia López, & Juan Jiménez – *Spontaneous versus calculated self-sacrifice*

**Friday, Jan. 4th**

Wendy Wood – *Menstrual cycles and mate preferences: A biosocial construction of gender roles*

Caleb Warren – *How humor attempts to influence brand attitude*

John Holmes – *Dynamic expression of trust: A dual process model*

**Saturday, Jan. 5th**

Gerald Clore – *Object lessons about affect: How the object of affect guides its impact*

Roy Baumeister – *What is the self?*

Jeanine Stefanucci – *The adaptive influence of emotion on perception*

**Informal Presentations and Panel Speakers for Thursday to Saturday**

Speakers: Ariel Blair, Don Carlston, Bill Crano, Judy Deloache, Alison Lenton